
Explanation for the Method adopted in WRSMRFS.exe Program:
(Water Resources Simulation Model)
Command –LoadTndem.

1. LoadTndem command from file menu loads the SRTM Digital Eleveation of 
Model for the whole area covering the Tamilnadu. It is 6700x6700 pixels clipped 
from SRTM –DEM. The SRTM DEM pixel size is approximately 90X90 Metres. 
The data file is SRTMTN.ASC.

2. The 17 Basin Boundaries of Tamilnadu is also loaded. This is taken from 
ARCGIS software by saving basin boundary map in ASCII format. The data file 
is RBASIN.TXT.

3. After this you can move the mouse over the graphics picture area and see the  
Latitude, Longitude, X,Y Coordinates and Elevation in right side property boxes 
for the mouse over position dynamically.

Command –View Menu Commands are used for Zoom, Pan or Use the shortcut keys 
shown in the menu itself. Change Ramp command to change the type of Ramp for DEM.
Commands in Tools menu are the real process commands and I explain each one as 
briefly.

1. Before running the Tools menu commands please select the Basin to be analysed 
from Basin Select Combo Box. If you select Vaippar the boundary of Vaippar 
basin shown in Green colour.

2. Then From the Tools menu Select –Rfload command. This command locates the 
Rainfall stations influencing this Vaippar Basin from file VAIPPARRFS.TXT 
which contains StationName,Latitude, Longitude of Rainfall stations. The 
program processes and creates Thieson polygons within the Basin boundary. It 
also loads the Time series rainfall data for simulation from file VAIPPAR.RFT 
which contains daily rainfall data for the period from 1/1/2000 to 12/31/2010.

3.  Then from the Tools menu Select – Over land flow simulation . This command is 
the main process in this model. The Vaippar basin consists of 633111 pixels 
within the boundary. So the Area of Vaippar Basin = 633111x90x90= 
5128199100 sq.m or 5128.199 Sq.km which is value given above Basin 
Select box Area in Sq.km. In this process all the 633111 pixels are in 
different elevation of DEM. It is assumed that uniform rainfall of 10mm is 
applied over 633111 pixels. Each pixel is assumed as surrounded by 8 
pixels Left,Right,Upper,Lower, LeftUpper, Rightupper, Leftlower, 
Rightlower. The overland flow will happen according to Law of 
Conservation of Energy Principle. The potential energy of water present in 
middle pixel will run off to other 8 pixels surrounding it according to law of 
conservation of Energy. In hydraulics hydraulic head- h is converted to 
kinetic energy of V^2/2g. So the velocity is proportional to (2gh)^0.5. Let 
h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6,h7,h8 be the difference of Elevation of 8 pixels 
surrounding the middle pixel with respect to middle pixel. Then the velocity 
of flow from middle pixel to all surrounding pixels will proportional to 
(h1)^0.5,(h2)^0.5 .... (h8)^0.5. And the Quantity of flow is also proportional 
to Velocity. The mathematical application of Quantity of flow from middle 
pixel to surrounding pixels proportional to (h1)^0.5, (h2)^0.5 ... (h8)^0.5 is 
applicable only if the receiving pixel is lower than middle pixel. If the 



receiving pixel is at higher level than middle pixel, the flow will be 
restricted to remaining pixels less than the elevation of middle pixel only. 
This rigorous analysis is done for each pixel to move 10% of 10mm water 
on each pixel to the surrounding pixels. Each receiving pixel will have the 
additional water from received quantity in addition to the rainfall of 10mm 
over the pixel. When that received pixel is considered as middle pixel the 
quantity to be distributed will be more than the rainfall water. This type of 
process is done 10 cycle with 10% of rainfall water so that all the 
distribution is completed. If this process is continued on the same level 
pixels, the given water will be received back. That type of condition 
happens in Water Spread Areas such as Tanks, reservoirs. In SRTM-DEM 
it is found that the levels at water spread are FTL of reservoirs or Tanks 
rounded off to nearest 1m. During this process of distribution itself the 
water bodies are found and depending upon the continuous area in same 
level, the depth of tank and capacity are calculated based average 
capacity to water spread ratios of known tanks trend line. During the 
process of distribution in the above cyclic manner the Ground Water 
recharge is assumed as 25% of surface flow. After each cycle of 
distribution each pixel is tested for Ground water and Surface water. If 
Surface water is more than twice the Ground water, that pixel is more 
water stagnant pixel. So in that pixel the Ground water is increased 10% 
and the same quantity is reduced in Surface water. After 10 Cycles of 
distrinution the available GW and SW on each pixel in Cubic Metre for 
10mm of rainfall on overall basin is found out. This is the final result of 
remaining water on each pixel. This you can see by moving the mouse 
over that pixel. This template for 10mm rainfall is used for actual rainfall in 
time series to find the SW and GW.

4. From tools menu Demand command is run. This creates demand template 
showing demand in each pixel. This template is created similar to over 
land simulation but quite opposite to it. Demand is produced from 
collection of water to middle pixel from surrounding pixels. This is because 
when water is taken out from one pixel, the water in surrounding pixels will 
be sucked and flow will take place towards the middle.

5. Then Water Balance command is run from tools menu which gives Water 
Balance. At Initial condition the SW and GW are assumed. That is in 
Vaippar Basin 900mm is the Annual rain fall. Out of which 600mm falls in 
NW monsoon(OCT,NOV,DEC) and 300mm SW monsoon(JUL,AUG,SEP). 
And Demand also more in NW monsoon (OCT,NOV,DEC) due to 
irrigation. 90X3=270+10% wastage =300mm is consumed out of 600mm 
rainfall. Remaining 300mm is overlaid on Overland flow simulation model. 
That is each pixel SW and GW for 10mm rainfall is multiplied by (300/10) 
to arrive at intial water balance. The demand per day is assumed as 
2mm/day for Jan,Feb,March – 90X2=180mm and 1.5mm/day for 
April,May,June,July,Aug,Sep- 180X1.5=270mm and 3mm/day for 
Oct,Nov,Dec- 90x3=270mm , So totally 720mm is used for demand and 
balance 180mm is losses by evaporations and other factors. But these 



demand is not uniformly adopted for the basin. Since the demand is based 
on availability. The demand template for each pixel created for 7mm/day is 
multiplied by actual (2/7) for 2mm/day demand and continued for all the 
pixels. In water balance each day rainfall add water to the pixel and 
demand in each pixel reduces water each day. The demand can not be 
same in all days in all years. Suppose if rainfall is less. The SW water 
available in that pixel and GW available in that pixel will be less. Then 
seasonal demand will be reduced to 75%,50% depending on the 
availability of SW and GW. In some of dry years that demand reduction is 
automated. There is provision for Animate. This will animate with time gap 
of 10 days. You can see the dates changing in the bottom time step scroll 
bar. You stop animation at any time by pressing CTRL+S. You can directly 
move the bottom time step scroll to any date to see the Current situation 
of the area. Many Actual Observation well levels are considered and each 
time you select a Vaippargwl\obs\*.obs file. the model file is created at 
Vaippargwl\mod\*.mod while running the GWL gen command. If you click 
on the GWL gen command without selecting the *.obs file, it will prompt for 
pick point in model area and you will,get the Model created value graph 
only. Though the observation GW levels are once in moth, the GWL model 
generated is daily. You can see them in Vaippargwl\mod\*.mod.
I hope that I have explained the model briefly. I did not assume any ETo, 
instead I assume loss os 15% approximately distributed all over the 
period.

Yours,
MKSugumaran


